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460a Tuesday, February 18, 2014folded proteins can be elucidated straightforwardly from the backbone chemi-
cal shifts at least for small to medium sized protein. In the denatured state and
for intrinsically disordered proteins chemical shifts are routinely used as probe
for secondary structure propensities and populations and have been also used as
a probe for tertiary structure contact propensities. In this work we show how
chemical shifts, together with an appropriate advanced sampling method, can
be successfully used to determine the structure and the dynamics of the
denatured state of ACBP, an 86 residues long proteins, in acidic conditions.
Chemical shifts are used as
replica-averaged restrained
to improve the quality of
the molecular mechanic
force field in the Maximum
Entropy framework and
Bias-Exchange Metady-
namics is used to achieve a
converged sampling of the
large conformational space
of an unfolded protein.2324-Pos Board B16
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We have been developing a site-directed fluorescence labeling (SDFL)
approach called TrIQ to assess distances within and between proteins, in a
way complementary to traditional FRET methods. TrIQ, or Tryptophan-
Induced Quenching, exploits the fact that some fluorophores are quenched by
nearby Trp residues in a distance dependent fashion. Here we report two new
advances to TrIQ, gleaned from recent studies of T4 lysozyme (T4L).
First, we find Tyr can also be used in TrIQ studies. Interestingly, Tyr has some
key differences from Trp. Tyr has a smaller "sphere of quenching" for the fluo-
rophore bimane, and only shows significant quenching for Ca-Ca distance of
less than ~10A˚, compared to ~15A˚ for Trp. Also, unlike Trp, Tyr cannot quench
the fluorophore BODIPY.
Second, we find TrIQ can reliably assess the magnitude and energetics of pro-
tein movements, especially when a combination of Tyr and Trp are employed.
We used TrIQ to measure a key movement in T4L by placing a bimane and Trp
(or Tyr) on opposite ends of a ‘‘hinge’’ in T4L, sites predicted to be ~14.5A˚
apart (Ca-Ca distance) in the substrate bound state, and ~10.5A˚ in the empty
state. The only substantial TrIQ was observed for the Trp sample in the empty
state, and this quenching was abolished in a mutant (T26E) that covalently
binds substrate. Tyr did not dramatically quench bimane in either the empty
or bound conformation. Together, these results are consistent with the different
distance constraints for quenching described above. Arrhenius analysis of the
effect of hinge-bending movement on fluorophore lifetime suggests an activa-
tion energy on the order of 2-4 kcal/mol, and this value is not significantly
affected by the ‘‘active site mutation’’ T26E.
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Membrane proteins are notoriously hard to study, especially in their native lipid
environment. Solid-state NMR is a promising technique to study structure and
dynamics of membrane proteins, and we have recently applied it to get insights
into the structure, oligomerization, and conformational changes of a cyanobac-
terial photosensor (Wang et al., Nature Methods, 2013, in press). We now show
that human aquaporin-1 (hAQP1), a water channel with multiple tissue locali-
zation, can be studied in its functional form with atomic resolution by solid-
state NMR.
First, we developed a protocol for isotopic labeling of hAQP1 in methylotro-
phic yeast Pichia pastoris (Emami et al., J. Biomol. NMR, 2013, 55: 147-
155). The functionality of yeast-expressed hAQP1 was verified by water trans-
port experiments in proteoliposomes and specific inhibition by mercury. After
optimization of lipid reconstitution by FTIR and NMR, we were able to obtain
multidimensional solid-state NMR spectra of a superior resolution. Next, we
were able to assign resonances for 188 out of 269 residues, including ~90%
of the transmembrane region with the water pore and selectivity filters. From
the determined chemical shifts, we derived secondary structure of the protein,
which mostly agrees with the X-ray structure of the bovine homolog, but givessome additional insights into the interfacial regions. Finally, we conducted H/D
exchange experiments, in which solvent accessibility and hydrogen bonding of
the exchangeable backbone and sidechain atoms could be monitored. We found
the evidence for hydrogen-bonding interactions between the longest extracel-
lular loop and the selectivity filter. These results lay a solid foundation for
future studies of interaction of hAQP1 with pharmacological blockers, sug-
gested to be important in treatment against glaucoma, edema, cancer, and other
diseases.
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How does a protein respond to infrared excitation? Our aim was to induce a spe-
cific non-thermal conformational change of a protein by infrared laser excita-
tion. The fluorescence intensity of an intrinsically fluorescent protein, LSS-
mOrange was monitored upon irradiation with a free electron laser at two of
its IR absorption peaks (11.36/9.56 microns) and at a wavelength (9.06microns)
where the protein has no absorption. The irradiation at the absorption peaks
caused a reversible fluorescence intensity increase on the sec-min timescale
(see figure). The fluorescence increase is not the consequence of the thermal ef-
fect of the IR irradiation because the steady-state fluorescence decreases with
increasing temperature. The rates of the increase and relaxation showed
Arrhenius-like temperature dependences. The reaction is pH dependent. Both
15N and deuterium isotope exchange in the protein increased the rates of the
transition significantly. Importantly, both
the amplitude and the rate of the observed
fluorescence increase were specific to the
IR irradiationwavelengths at the absorption
peaks, though no significant increase was
detected at the non-specific wavelength.
Our results indicate that selective perturba-
tion of structural regions in a protein with
absorption specific far-infrared irradiation
is possible.2327-Pos Board B19
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In this work we present new data and analysis of the collective motions of fully
deuterated green fluorescent protein, GFP, on the sub-picosecond timescale us-
ing coherent neutron scattering1. In this timescale proteins exhibit low-
frequency vibrations, the so-called boson peak. The presence of a boson
peak brings to mind the analogy often drawn between proteins and glassy ma-
terials where the boson peak is associated with strong "in-phase" motion of
neighbor structural units. Our analysis however, revealed unexpectedly low
coherence in the atomic motions of GFP; indicating a low amount of in-
phase collective motion of the secondary structural units contributing to the bo-
son peak vibrations and fast conformational fluctuations on the picosecond time
scale. The latter are distinct from localized relaxational modes studied previ-
ously2. This finding is important as low-frequency vibrations in proteins may
be connected to chemical barrier crossing events in enzyme activity. Indeed,
the lifetimes of some non-equilibrium transition states are on the order of
tens of femtoseconds, a relevant time scale for the deformations associated
with these low-frequency vibrations. Additionally, boson peak motions have
been connected to the rigidity of secondary structural units in proteins3 and it
will be interesting to see in the future how coherence differs in various classes
of proteins.
1. J.D. Nickels et al. Biophysical Journal 2013 (Just Accepted).
2. J.D. Nickels et al. Biophysical Journal 2012, 103 (7), 1566-1575.
3. S. Perticaroli et al. Soft Matter 2013, 9, 9548-9556.
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Proteins have complex energy landscapes because of their specific three-
dimensional structures determined by the heterogeneous interactions between
Tuesday, February 18, 2014 461adifferent types of atoms, resulting in complex and functional motions. On the
computational sides, it is important to characterize such energy landscapes
with use of reaction coordinates, because it gives us a comprehensive view
of protein dynamics and some connections to experiment. To this end, molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulation has been commonly employed, and from a suf-
ficiently long MD run, we can characterize the energy landscape. A
conventional tool to analyze the energy landscape is the principal component
analysis (PCA), which utilizes the variance-covariance matrix for the fluctua-
tions of a protein, and assuming the principal modes as the reaction coordinates,
the free energy profile can be analyzed. However, the truly dynamic nature of
protein is lost in this type of analysis because the time information is neglected.
In this presentation, we develop a newmethod to analyze the dynamic nature by
combining the wavelet transformation, a well-established tool to analyze time-
frequency information of any types of dynamics, and PCA. We will call this
method wPCA and apply it to a long time (~ one microsecond) MD simulation
of a small protein, chignolin (PDBid:1UAO). Chignolin is so small and flexible
that it is better to use internal coordinates such as dihedral angles to analyze the
conformational dynamics. We here use the dihedral PCA combined with the
wavelet analysis and try to extract some collective and time-dependent nature
of the protein dynamics. We found that the tryptophan residue has a strong
feature around 10 to 50 ns timescales, and such a frequency-dependence of
the dynamics within the native state is different from the one within the mis-
folded state.
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Many biomolecules have machine-like functions, and accordingly are analyzed
in terms of mechanical properties like force and motion. However, the concept
of stress, a mechanical property that is of fundamental importance in the study
of macroscopic mechanics, is not commonly applied in the biomolecular
context. We think that microscopical stress analyses of biomolecules and nano-
materials will provide useful mechanistic insights and help guide molecular
design. To enable such applications, we have developed Calculator of Atom-
istic Mechanical Stress (CAMS), an open-source software package for
computing atomic resolution stresses and their decomposition of the various
potential energy terms from molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. We apply
the stress analysis to steered MD simulations of a single titin immunoglobulin-
like domain (I27) and of a linear chain of six similar titin domains (I65-I70)
found in cardiac and skeletal muscle. The post-processing stress analysis elu-
cidates where throughout the protein tensile and compressive stresses load
before structural failure occurs and the beta sheets in the domain start to
unfold.
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A time-resolved structural understanding of protein function, including the in-
termediate conformations proteins adopt during catalysis would have far reach-
ing implications: for example, better informing structure-based drug design
and attempts to rationally design novel enzymes with newly engineered func-
tions. Our aim is to increase the routinely achievable time-resolution at which
we can probe biochemical processes, such as enzyme catalysis. We perform
atomistic simulation starting from X-ray structures of proteins in their crystal-
line environment and calculate diffraction patterns. We then impose changes to
the system, such as the breakage of disulphide bonds and select Bragg reflec-
tions whose intensity profiles are diagnostic of the structural changes. This
approach provides the means by which a set of experimental reflection inten-
sity profiles could be tested against potential mechanistic hypotheses taken
from simulation.
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We developed a new multi-scale enhanced sampling method, Multi-scale Sam-
pling using Temperature Accelerated and Replica-Exchange Molecular Dy-
namics (MuSTAR MD) which is an extension of Temperature Accelerated
Molecular Dynamics (TAMD) and can also be considered as a variation ofReplica-Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD). In this method, each replica
contains an all-atom fine-grained model, at least one coarse-grained model, and
a model defined by the Collective Variables (CVs) that interacts with the other
models through coupling energy terms. The coarse-grained model is introduced
to drive efficient sampling of large conformational space and the fine-grained
model can serve to conduct more accurate conformational sampling. The CV
model serves not only to mediate the coarse- and fine-grained models, but
also to enhance sampling efficiency by temperature acceleration. The equations
of motion of MuSTAR MD consist of those of Cartesian space and CV space
and they are connected via coupling energy terms. The set of coupling strengths
between the FG or CGmodel and the CV system are exchanged between neigh-
bouring replicas in some interval obeying the Metropolis method. MuSTAR
MD was applied to two test cases, Ala-dipeptide and Met-enkephalin in vac-
uum. As CVs, main chain dihedral angles were selected. As fine-grained model,
AMBER force field was adopted. As coarse-grained model, a simplified force
field based on AMBER force field was adopted for Ala-dipeptide and Go-like
model for Met-enkephalin, respectively. Free energy landscapes (FELs) were
calculated from the results of MuSTAR MD, and they were compared to those
of REUS, REMD, TAMD, and umbrella sampling. The sampled conforma-
tional space is broader in the order of MuSTAR MD > TAMD > REMD >
REUS. Comparison of the result of MuSTAR MD with that of the umbrella
sampling shows the accuracy of FEL calculation in MuSTAR MD.
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We have recently developed a free-energy function (FEF) based on an all-atom
model for proteins [1]. It comprises two components, the hydration entropy
(HE) and the total dehydration penalty (TDP). The HE is calculated using a
hybrid of the angle-dependent integral equation theory applied to a molecular
model for water and the morphometric approach. The energetic component is
suitably taken into account in a simple manner as the TDP. The FEF has
been tested for discriminating the native fold of a protein from misfolded de-
coys and shown to be better in the performance than any other physics-based
or knowledge-based function [1]. However, the protein conformational entropy
(CE) is not taken into account in the FFE. Here we improve the FEF by incor-
porating a simple term accounting for the CE in it. We verify that the improved
FEF still exhibits high performance in the discrimination of the native fold. As
a new application in which rather extended structures as well as compact struc-
tures can be considered, we analyze the structural stability of CLN025, a small
protein comprising only ten residues, which takes a folded structure and ex-
hibits unexpectedly high thermal stability [2]. It is demonstrated that the
high stability is elucidated by the improved FEF: The native structure of
CLN025 is optimized in terms of the sum of the three components, the HE,
TDP, and CE. A small peptide with another amino-acid sequence does not
fold, and the physical origin of the exceptionally high stability of CLN025 is
discussed.
[1] S. Yasuda, et al., Proteins 79, 2161 (2011).
[2] S. Honda, et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 130, 15327-15331 (2008).
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The development and advancement of nanomedicine has opened up many
exciting, new applications of nanoparticles such as sensing, imagining, delivery,
and therapy. However, their
ability to readily enter cells
and organelles that allow
these nanomedical applica-
tions also opens up the possi-
bility of unintended adverse
nanotoxicity. A key concept
emerging in the fields of
nanomedicine and nanotox-
icity is the idea of protein-
nanoparticle interactions
that result in a dynamic layer
of proteins and other bio-
molecules, or ‘‘biocorona’’, that adsorbed onto a nanoparticle surface. To char-
acterize biocorona formation from joint computational and experimental
